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Welcome New Members!
ALA NoVa Would like
to Welcome All Its New
Members as the Chapter
Contineus to Grow

Community Challenge
Project!

ALA NoVa contines to grow as we
welcome even more new members in this issue of NoVa Network. Our new members come
from small firms and very large
firms, and will be a valuable addition to our Chapter. We hope they
find membership and networking
as valuable and fulfilling as our
current members.

Mark your Calendars for October 26, 2006!!!

Our list of new members can be
found on page 15, so please take
the opportunity to welcome them
with the warmth, friendship, and
collegiality for which our Chapter
is known.

Our Chapter partnering with
the Northern Virginia Lions Club
again this year by helping the Falls
Church Recycling Center collect
and prepare eyeglasses for distribution. The Lions Clubs’ eyeglass
campaign makes a huge impact
in communities across the nation
and in developing countries by
cleaning, repairing and distributing used eyeglasses to those in
need. Everyone deserves a chance
to see and the Lions Club makes
that happen!

at the Lions Club on October 26,
6:00 - 9:00 pm. Training and light
refreshments will be provided.
Please invite friends and members
of your firm to join us.
RSVP to LeAnn Cruse at:
lcruse@mwzb.com if you can
help.
Lions Eyeglass Recycling Center,
212 North West Street
Falls Church, VA 22046
Hope to see you on the 26th!!

Be a part of this special project by:
collecting used eyeglasses and/or
joining other chapter members
and guests categorize eye glasses
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We Upgrade Clients
Thousands of Times Each Year

Need help with your firm’s next upgrade or
technology migration project?

You may upgrade your systems every
three years, but SAGE helps clients
upgrade all the time. We have upgraded
thousands of desktops, laptops, and
servers each year with the latest
equipment, operating systems, office
suites, document management systems,
and more.
Our crack engineers combine custom
automation with rigorous testing and

a proven methodology. Friendly floor
support means a seamless transition for
your users, no matter if you have 10 or
1,000, one office or twenty.
Visit www.sagesol.com/upgrade/ to receive
a free guide to upgrading your systems
and learn more how SAGE can help your
team make the next upgrade a success.
Or call Karin Magness at 202.478.7600.

S A G E
www.sagesol.com
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DISASTER PREPAREDNESS & RECOVERY

Mitigating the Damage
Through Planning
Part 2 of 4
Marc LaFountain
Virginia Department of Emergency
A detailed Disaster Plan is the key to minimizing your risk...
Disasters and emergencies take a huge toll
on businesses and industries, both in terms
of lives and financial losses. By following
the steps in this section, you can develop a
plan to help your organization prepare for
and respond to emergency situations

Who’s in Charge
Making sure your employees are prepared
ahead of time is one of the keys to reducing
the negative effects of an emergency situation. A prepared employee will know what
to do in an emergency, and as a result will
panic less. Make sure your employees are
ready ahead of time.
•

Form a Team

•

Define the Mission

Who should be on the team?

•

Develop a Timeline

It is important that the team pulls together
employees from all functional areas. Most
team members will serve primarily in an
advisory capacity, but their input will be
essential to developing a comprehensive
emergency management and continuity
of operations plan. Make sure that upper
management appoints team members in
writing. Some key functional areas to consider when developing the team include:

Form a Team
Why a Team?
•

While smaller businesses might only
need one person to develop an emergency management and continuity of
operations plan, most businesses will
benefit from establishing a team for this
purpose. The size of this team depends
greatly on your business. Forming a
team has some key benefits:

•

Upper and Middle Management

•

Buy In: More people become invested
in the process.

•

Human Resources

•

Resources: Collaboration maximizes
time and energy devoted to the effort.

•

Operations and Maintenance

•

Finance and Purchasing

•

Visibility: Team efforts increase the visibility and stature of the emergency
planning process.

•

Legal

•

Sales and Marketing

•

Public Relations

•

Information Technology/Systems

•

Perspective: Multiple perspectives ensure that the emergency plan will address all employee roles.

4
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Editorial Policy
ALA NoVa Network Newsletter is published quarterly for the members of the
Northern Virginia Chapter of the Association of Legal Administrators to provide
information and education for legal
administrators, law office managers, law
firm managment, and others in law-related administration. This newsletter is not
providing legal, financial, or tax advice. All
articles, letters, and advertisements should
not be considered endorsements by the
Northern Virginia Chapter of the ALA. All
written submissions are subject to editiing
by the editorial staff and become property
of the Northern Virgina Chapter of the
ALA.
Advertising is assigned on an annual
basis based upon chapter sponsorship. For
sponsorship information, please contact
Marcie Cedor at 703-744-8007.

ALA NOVA Mission Statement
The Northern Virginia Chapter serves
its members by providing a forum for
improving the quality of their profession
and that of their law firms through the
exchange of information and by providing
educational opportunities to administrators and members of their firms.
The Northern Virginia Chapter was
chartered in June 1980, and today has
about 55 active members representing law
firms, corporate legal departments, and
government agencies. The Association of
Legal Administrators (ALA) today has close
to 10,000 members throughout the world.
There are four ALA chapters in Virginia:
Hampton Roads, Richmond, Western
Virginia, and Northern Virginia.
Copyright ©2006
Northern Virginia Chapter,
Association of Legal Administrators

•

Security

•

Safety and Medical Personnel

Define the Mission
The team must be dedicated to the planning effort to be effective. The management’s demonstrated commitment to the
project will go far in achieving this dedication and will promote an atmosphere of
cooperation and empowerment.
This dedication can be strengthened even
further if a prominent member of the organization leads the planning team and issues
a mission statement that demonstrates the
company’s commitment to the planning effort. This mission statement should achieve
two primary goals:
•

It should outline the purpose of the
plan and indicate that the development
process will include the entire organization.

•

It should define the authority of the
group, and outline the group’s structure.

threats. This section describes how a SWOT
analysis can help your emergency planning
team understand your organization’s vulnerabilities.
Strengths
•

What assets do you currently have in
terms of emergency readiness? Are you
near a firehouse? Do your employees
have CPR certification? Do you already
have good relationships with your local
emergency responders?

•

What resources are available for your organization? Do any of your employees
have family members who could provide emergency training? Do you have
a back-up power source?

•

What steps have you already taken to
increase your readiness for emergencies? Think about the condition of your
facility, training programs available in
your community, etc.

Weaknesses
•

What could you improve, in terms of
emergency preparedness? Do all of your
employees know where the emergency
exits are? Do they know CPR? Do they
know how to use a fire extinguisher
safely?

•

In what areas is your organization’s
emergency preparedness particularly
deficient? For example, do you need to
develop a relationship with your local
police precinct? Does your company’s
insurance cover all the types of emergencies you might face? Is the coverage
adequate for these emergencies?

Develop a Timeline
Once the planning group has been established, members need to work together to
develop a schedule and set deadlines. Establishing a project schedule early on will
ensure that the group hits the ground running.

Vulnerability Assessment
Once you’ve formed your planning team,
the next step is to conduct a vulnerability
assessment that will guide you as you write
your plan. This process will take into account all types of hazards and threats that
could potentially affect your organization.
A vulnerability assessment considers potential emergencies, current resources, current
capabilities and potential impacts.

Opportunities
•

What opportunities exist that you can
take advantage of? Is there a local CERT
(Community Emergency Response
Team) program that your organization
can team up with? Are any of your business associates currently developing
emergency plans that you can use as
examples and inspiration?

A good place to start assessing your organization’s vulnerability is to conduct a SWOT
(strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats) analysis.

•

What local events could provide opportunities for raising employee awareness
of emergency preparedness? Does your
community have street fairs or seasonal
festivals?

SWOT Analysis

Threats

A SWOT analysis lets you gain a better understanding of your organization’s
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and

•

What obstacles does your organization
face in terms of planning? Some obstacles could be lack of money or time, low
10
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Securing the Mail

Best Practices for Mail Center Security
U.S. Postal Inspection Service

There are millions of
businesses that use
the mail. The vast majority of

General Mail Operation
Preventive Recommendation:
•

Appoint a Mail Security Coordinator
(and an alternate if a large mail center)

these have only ‘one to a few’ person(s)
responsible for mail center-type operations.
Of these millions of businesses, there are
thousands of large, complex corporate mail
center operations. The best practices listed
below are a summary of well-developed
mail center security procedures that can
be used by any mail center. Procedures
applicable primarily to large mail centers
are identified as such, and in bold.
These recommendations come from businesses that use the mail and have been
shared with the USPS for distribution to
its customers. Since needs and resources
are often different, every suggestion may
not apply to all businesses. Mailers should
determine which are appropriate for their
company and conduct periodic security reviews of their operation to identify needed
improvements. The list below contains
general security concepts and a few specific
examples of how to accomplish them.

•

Organize a Mail Security Response
Team, as practical, depending on the
size of the mail center staff

•

Create, update and/or review SOPs, Security Procedures, Disaster Plans, and
Operating Plans. Keep a back-up copy
of plan(s) off-site.

•

Train personnel in policies and procedures relative to mail security, i.e. biological, chemical, weapons or natural
disasters

•

Include from the staff, when possible,
certified firefighters, biohazard handlers, and/or corporate safety, environment and health personnel, or, train
personnel in these duties

•

Members of the team should be
equipped with cell phones/pagers and should be available
up to 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, as is appropriate for
the situation

•

Information, and updates, about the
personnel and response procedures
should be published and distributed
company-wide

•

Federal Government Mail Managers
should also refer to the General Services
Administration (GSA) web site for specific and updated information concerning federal mail management policies
and procedures

•

Publish an After-Action Report or Incident Report after every incident

•

Have senior management buy-in/signoff on company’s mail security procedures

Employee Security Procedures
•

Maintain good hiring practices
–

Provide in-depth screening/background checks when hiring new
employees
–

Make arrangements with
one or two temporary employment agencies to ensure that a
restricted, pre-screened group
of individuals is available when
needed to supplement the
workforce
16
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Katherine Rosin
Reference Librarian, Shooko, Hardy & Bacon
If they are not already doing so,
legal administrators should take
advantage of their greatest inhouse information resources–their
firms’ law librarians. Savvy legal administrators know that law librarians can
provide a plethora of vital information,
including data, statistics, articles, reports,
surveys, government documents, links to
Web sites and more. Ultimately, however,
librarians’ essential contributions to law
firms are even more strategic. Librarians
maximize their firms’ knowledge bases and
informational capabilities, thereby bolstering the firms’ competitive edges, promoting the firms’ businesses and boosting their
profits.
This article explores in detail how the roles
and responsibilities of law librarians have
grown and evolved and reveals how legal
administrators can work with librarians to
drive their firms’ long-term successes.

The Law Firm Librarian’s
Evolution
A librarian is typically a member of a law
firm’s managerial team, which often consists of other managers such as the firm’s
Reprinted with permission. This article first appeared in the May/June Issue of ALA’s Legal Management



legal administrator, comptroller, information technology manager and human resources manager. Some librarians oversee
the records department and the library,
whereas other librarians may be involved in
conflict checking, recruiting or continuing
legal education. Many librarians are also
Webmasters who have helped to create
their firms’ Internet sites and/or intranets,
for which they handle drafting, editing and
posting articles, announcements and other
pertinent information about the firm and
its clients.
With the emergence of the information
age, law firm librarians’ respsonsibilities
have increased, and their professional roles
are more more pivotal. Librarians must stay
aware of the many ramifications arisings
from the information explosion and constant technological change. In additional to
increasingly utilizing and mastering technology in their work, many law librarians
have become the principal instructors of attorneys, paralegals and other law firm staff
in the use of online services and electronic
research tools.
Librariansm typically specialize within their
field, just as attorneys specialize in types of
law. Librarians may concentrate in areas
such as computer services, collection management and development and research.

ALA NOVA NETWORK NEWSLETTER

Among the titles law librarians hold are
Library Director, Manager of Information
Resources, Research Librarian, Reference
Librarian, Computer Services Librarian,
Technical Services Librarian, Webmaster,
Cybrarian and Knowledge Manager.

In addition, librarians are continually on
the lookout for new research tools and information products in order to refine and
augment library services and to faciliate
and increase the in-house availability and
accessibility of resources.

Many law librarians are also very involved
in their firms’ marketing and business development, and they frequently research
current or prospective clients in hopes of
increasing the firms’s business. Some law
librarians market their services directly to
clients, while others are parts of in-house
law departments or practice area groups
that generate more business by advocating additional services to existing clients or
investigating the possibilities for obtaining
new clients in new areas of law or new industries. Furthermore, law librarians devise
creative ideas, suggestions and proposals
for tackling research problems, and they
proactively spearhead, coordinate and
implement unique solutions to information-related challenges.

A law firm’s library is really a business within the business, providing essential support
to the larger business entity. Managing a
library requires strategic and financial planning not only in regard to the physical
library, but also to the library services offered, from ordering and distributing current materials to providing research support and negotiating database licenses.

Boosting the Bottom Line
Law librarians can contribute significantly
to firms’ bottom lines through their knowledge in obtaining needed information and
resources in a cost-effective and timely
manner. Librarians also contribute to the
bottome line by billing time for research
done on behalf of clients. Librarians are
the only law firm managers who bill
their time.

“...By utilizing law
firm librarians’ vast
expertise, skills and
resources, legal
administrators can
serve as more strategic
assets driving their
firms’ growth.

Librarians are often in charge of millions of
dollars worth of materials and online contracts. Vigilance and creativity are needed
to hold the line on the costs of law books,
subscriptions and online services, all while
providing the firm with superlative library
services. There are new editions as well as
obsolete and historic materials; publisher,
title, and author changes; and, of course,
always new materials to investigate, along
with the continual education necessary to
grapple with the technological options,
encompassing commercial online services,
databases, blogs and Really Simple Syndication (RSS) news feeds.

Information Experts
Law librarians are their firms’ information
experts and pre-eminent researchers. Librarians possess externsive knowledge of
how information is produced and published and how it is collected, stored, and
disseminated, utilized and preserved. Librarians understand database search logic
and how information is structured, organized, indexed and cataloged.
Librarians frequently find themselves seek20

Law librarians also protect a
firm’s large investment in
the library by carefully
managing the library’s
budget and by efficiently supervising the library’s
material and
resources.
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Questions Answers
A few months ago, our law firm was forced to lay off several staff members
due to an economic downturn. Now, business has improved and we have
openings in some of the areas where we previously laid off employees. What
is the firm’s obligation to offer the former employees the right of first refusal
for these positions? Is there a time limit on such an obligation?

A:

In general, there is no law
that requires your firm to
offer these positions to
the laid off employees
first. As long as these
were “at will” employees, they would
have no particular right to receive their
positions back. If any of these employees
were subject to employment agreements,
severance agreements, or any other type of
contract, however, then those agreements
would govern, if they addressed this situation.
Even though there is no law that applies,
you should always review your firm’s own

Generic Ad.indd 1
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policies and procedures and follow them.
If there is no policy, but there has been
an unwritten practice or precedent, you
should follow that as well, unless there is
a good reason to depart from it. In general, treating similarly situated employees differently can lead to employment
claims. Employees affected by this layoff
should be treated the same as those laid off
in the past – otherwise they might claim
that those in the earlier layoff were treated
better due to their age, race, gender, etc.
The same is true for employees who are all
laid off at the same time – if one is offered
his or her position back, then all should be

treated the same, unless you can point to
a legitimate business reason why someone
was treated differently.
Keep in mind, also, that these answers
would be different if a collective bargaining
agreement applied. Those agreements often dictate employees’ rights when a layoff
is followed by a recall.
Teresa Burke Wright is a partner with the Washington D.C. Region office of Jackson Lewis, LLP.
She specializes in labor and employment law.

5/16/06 11:03:32 AM



Disaster
Planning
4

enthusiasm from other employees, etc.
•

What are the specific hazards and
threats that your organization faces?
Keep in mind that such threats could be
natural, such as hurricanes or tornadoes,
as well as man-made, such as terrorism
and crime. Is your organization particularly susceptible to any of these due to
the nature of your business? Make this
list as detailed as possible. Your plan
needs to address all potential hazards
and threats.

Once your group has answered the above
questions, have one person collate all of the
notes, type them up, and distribute them
for review. After the group has had time to
review the notes, meet again to develop
the priorities that will guide your planning
process. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats listed in your SWOT
analysis will be the framework for determining these priorities.

Now you can begin to explore the resources, both internal and external, that are
available to your organization.
You should consider how each resource can
help you in different emergencies. It might
be beneficial to list each type of emergency
and develop lists of internal and external
resources for each, even though in many
cases these resources will overlap.
Develop a Resource List
For each type of emergency, think about
all of the resources that your organization
might need. Think in broad terms, from the
start of the emergency to its very end, from
response to recovery. Resources can include
things like battery-operated radios, flashlights, medical supplies and food rations,
but remember to include other less common types of resources, such as employees trained in CPR, complete emergency
contact information for all employees and
computer backup procedures.
Some specific resources could include:
•

Resources

Emergency contact info for external
emergency personnel, such as the local emergency management office,
fire department,

hazmat organization, hospitals, local
and state police and facility security.
•

Emergency response equipment such as
fire protection and suppression systems,
communications systems such as twoway radios, first-aid kits and generators.

•

Facilities that can be mobilized or converted into emergency operation centers, media briefing areas, shelters or
first-aid stations. This list will vary depending on the space available.

Assess Your Resources
Once you’ve developed a lengthy and detailed list of the resources you will need,
take time to look at each resource and determine whether or not you have it. If you
don’t, you’ll need to include a process for
obtaining that resource, whether it be as
simple as purchasing batteries or as complex as getting emergency response training for your employees.
Remember to consider external resources,
such as local police and fire departments.
Will these response teams be able to get to
your organization quickly, or will they first
have to respond to other priority areas?
Local emergency responders should be a
part of your planning process.
Fill the Gaps

Now that you’ve conducted a SWOT analysis, your team should have a good idea of
where the organization stands in terms of
emergency preparedness – both positive
and negative.

• Develop additional emergency procedures, or modify existing ones.

Sample Plans

American Red Cross

A number of sample business emergency response plans and planning resources are available online. Some of these are listed below. The
links will open in a new browser window.

Institute for Business and Home Safety
Open for Business Resource Page
(http://www.ibhs.org/business_protection/)
Open for Business: A Disaster Planning Toolkit
for the Small Business Owner
(http://www.ibhs.org/docs/openforbusiness.pdf)

Small Business Administration
Get Prepared. Get Involved.
http://www.sba.gov/npm2006/
10

To fill any gaps in your plan, you might
need to do one or more of the following:

Preparing Your Business for the Unthinkable
http://www.redcross.org/services/disaster/0,1082,0_606_,00.html
Guide to Business Continuity Planning
CD-ROM (available for purchase)
http://www.redcross.org/images/pdfs/BusContCDROMEsheet.pdf

Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments
Continuity of Operations Planning for Small Business
http://www.mwcog.org/security/security/continuity/
Also find links to this article and more at:
http://www.vaemergency.com/business/planning/samples/

ALA NOVA NETWORK NEWSLETTER

•

Conduct additional training, either internally or through specialized contractors.

•

Purchase additional
sponse equipment.

•

Work with other local organizations to
develop mutual aid agreements. Sometimes it is most cost-effective to help
each other, as long as the other organization is located near enough to your
business so that you can respond to the
emergency together.

emergency

re-

Capabilities
A key aspect of your vulnerability assessment is understanding the capabilities that
might be required in an emergency. Capabilities are skills, expertise or talents that
your employees possess. Again, while many
of these capabilities will extend through all
emergency types, some might be hazardspecific. For this reason, it is best to conduct
a capability review by emergency type.
Capabilities could include any or all of the
following:

For a decade, Legal Placements, Inc. (LPI) has been providing

•

Emergency medical training, such as
first aid and CPR.

the best people to the best firms. That’s because we have an

•

Ability to use emergency equipment,
such as fire extinguishers, communications systems, and power generators.

impressive roster of experienced legal secretaries, paralegals and
contract attorneys to step in and work at a moment’s notice. So,

•

Mobilization of evacuation plan.

when your case load is heavy, our seasoned pros are there ... and

•

Initiation of backup systems for payroll,
communications, customer services,
shipping/receiving, emergency power,
etc. This capability might involve developing a mutual aid relationship with
another facility or organization.

when the dust settles, they’re off to the next firm in need. With

Once this list of capabilities has been developed, check your organization’s current
capabilities against it. This difference will
be the baseline for your emergency plan
– you’ll know where you stand, and where
you need improvement.

our permanent placement attorney division, we’re positioned to
meet any legal staffing challenge. Plus, Information Technology
Placements (ITP) can deliver virtually any type of IT pro that you
might need. Proven Temporary Placements (PTP) fills temporary
and permanent positions where legal experience is not a
requirement. So, we have the people you need ... when you need
them. So, call us or visit www.legalplacements.com today!

Impact
The next step of your vulnerability assessment is to analyze the potential impact of
each type of emergency that could threaten your organization. Keep in mind that an
emergency can impact your organization
in three distinct areas:
12
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Disaster
Planning
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•
•

•

Human impact: The possibility of death,
injury or psychological stress.
Property impact: This impact is threefold, including the cost to temporarily
replace, the cost to permanently replace
and the cost to repair. These must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Business impact: Business impact includes operation interruption, the inability of employees to
report to work or for customers to reach your business, interruption in product distribution, possible
legal fines, etc.

Though it might be impossible to avoid the potential
impacts described above, if
you know what they are, you
can at least prepare for them
ahead of time.

Planning: Develop
Priorities

Planning: Write Plan
Now that you have formed a team, conducted a vulnerability assessment and developed a list of priorities, you are ready to
write your emergency management and
continuity plan.

The Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments has developed an interactive
online planning tool geared specifically to
help small businesses develop emergency
preparedness and continuity of operations
plans. This tool can be used by all businesses, not just those in the D.C. area

Planning: Implement the Plan
Now that your plan is written, put it into
action by:
•

Integrating the plan into all aspects of
operations.

•

Training your employees, through workshops, drills, etc.

“Determine how your team can
address... deficient areas through
your emergency plan. How will
you improve capabilities? How
will you augment your resources?
These questions need to be
answered as you develop your
emergency response plan.”

Now that you have conducted a vulnerability assessment,
you should have a good idea
of where your organization stands in terms
of emergency preparedness. Once your
team has reviewed the outcomes of the
vulnerability assessment, meet to identify
the specific challenges you face in preparing your organization for an emergency,
and identify ways to help you meet these
challenges.
List the actions you need to take to get
your organization up to speed in the areas

12

where it was deficient, and then prioritize
this action list. Determine how your team
can address these deficient areas through
your emergency plan. How will you improve capabilities? How will you augment
your resources? These questions need to be
answered as you develop your emergency
response plan.

Statement of purpose.

•

Statement of your organization’s emergency management policy.

•

List of authorities and responsibilities of
key personnel.

•

List of types of emergencies the plan
covers.

•

Statement of where response operations will be managed.

•
Using the plan during an
emergency.
Integrating the plan into your
organization’s day-to-day operations is a time-consuming,
but essential, process. Emergency planning, awareness and
response must become part of
your company’s culture. Some
ways to do this include:

•
Building awareness of
the issues. Look for opportunities to increase awareness, such
as distributing emergency preparedness information through
company newsletters or mailings. Consider e-mail communications – perhaps
an “Emergency Preparedness Tip of the
Week.” Include employees’ roles during
an emergency in their job descriptions,
and incorporate this duty into employee
evaluations.

Your plan should include the following:
•

•
Evaluating the plan on a
regular basis.

•

Developing multiple means of educating and training personnel, such as
inviting local emergency responders
to speak to employees or encouraging

ALA NOVA NETWORK NEWSLETTER

them to participate in emergency training programs like CERT.
•

Conducting drills or exercises on a regular basis. Hold after-action discussions
with employees to look for additional
ways to improve the plan.

•

Making emergency management part
of what your employees do and experience every day – develop posters, include the plan in your company’s employee handbook, etc.

specific aspects of your emergency response plan. These sessions might take
the form of formal employee meetings,
participative workshops, or informal
“brown-bag lunches.” You may also
want to consider asking local emergency management or response personnel
to speak at these events.
•

Tabletop Exercises, in which members
of the emergency management planning group meet to discuss responsibilities and actions in emergency situations.
This exercise is often a valuable prelude
to other, more time-intensive training
activities.

•

Walk-through and Functional Drills,
where employees actually perform
emergency functions in response to
pre-planned scenarios. A more intensive
version of such a drill, known as a full-

Training
An integral component of implementing
your emergency plan is making sure that
your employees are trained in executing
it. Such training can incorporate a wide
variety of activities, ranging from periodic
meetings to review procedures, to more
intensive activities such as evacuation drills
and emergency exercises. Training for all
employees should address a number of key
issues:
•

Roles and responsibilities during an
emergency.

•

Awareness information about threats
and hazards addressed in the plan.

•

Communications procedures, including
notification and warning systems.

•

Review of emergency contact information.

•

Review of emergency response procedures, including those for evacuation
and shelter.

•

Training in the use of common emergency equipment, such as fire extinguishers – make sure your employees
know where this equipment is located.

•

Emergency shutdown procedures, to
ensure smooth post-emergency continuity.

Training activities might take a variety of
forms, and when used in tandem, these activities can help to ensure that emergency
response procedures are cemented in the
minds of your employees. Some typical activities that you might include in your training program include the following:
•

•

Orientation Sessions, in which new
employees are briefed on emergency
response procedures. Supporting documentation should be developed for new
employees to review and keep on file.

scale exercise could include community
response organizations as well.
•

Evacuation Drills, in which employees
walk their prescribed emergency evacuation routes, noting elements that could
become hazardous in an emergency.

All of the activities described above should
be followed by evaluations. The data
gained through evaluations can then be
used to modify and improve the existing
emergency plan.

Need to attend a congressional hearing
but don't have time to stand in line?

Congressional Hearing
Seat Holding Service
Washington Express provides competitively priced seat holding services
for all congressional and judicial hearings. Our experienced seat holders
carry cell phones and printed signs bearing the Washington Express logo
and your hearing attendee's name for easy location. We closely monitor
all hearing schedules as well up to the minute seating demand for
individual hearings.
For more information, please contact Mike Miller at
(301) 210-0899 ext. 201 or at mm@washingtonexpress.net

Toll Free (800) DELIVER DC/MD (301) 210-3500 VA (703) 698-4400 Fax (301) 419-7075
12240 Indian Creek Court, Beltsville, Maryland 20705 www.WashingtonExpress.net

Education Sessions, which focus on
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Leadership
Board of Directors

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
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Secretary

Education Program Committee

LeAnn Cruse

Lorri M. Holland

Brenda Hansen

Office Administrator
Millen, White, Zelano & Branigan, P.C.
2200 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 1400
Arlington, VA 22201

HR Manager
Patton Boggs LLP
8484 Westpark Drive, 9th Floor
McLean, VA 22102

Office Administrator
Jackson Lewis LLP
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 200
Vienna, VA 22182

Email: lcruse@mwzb.com
Telephone: 703-243-6333
Fax: 703-243-6410

Email: lholland@pattonboggs.com
Telephone: 703-744-8106
Fax: 703-744-8001

Email: hansenb@jacksonlewis.com
Telephone: 703-821-2189
Fax: 703-821-2267

President Elect

Vice President

Hospitality Committee

Brenda Hansen

Marcie Cedor

Cheri Edwards

Office Administrator
Jackson Lewis LLP
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 950
Vienna, VA 22182

Director of Administration
Patton Boggs LLP
8484 Westpark Drive, 9th Floor
McLean, VA 22102

Office Manager
Womble, Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC
8065 Leesburg Pike, 4th Floor
Tysons Corner, VA 22182

Email: hansenb@jacksonlewis.com
Telephone: 703-821-2189
Fax: 703-821-2267

Email: mcedor@pattonboggs.com
Telephone: 703-744-8007
Fax: 703-744-8001

Email: cjeedwards@wcsr.com
Telephone: 703-790-4688
Fax: 703-918-2246
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Membership Committee

Deborah Stickles

Kevin O’Hare

LeAnn Cruse

Director of Administration, Baltimore
Venable LLP
Two Hopkins Plaza, Suite 1800
Baltimore, MD 21201

Business Manager
Reed Smith
3110 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 1400
Falls Church, VA 22042

Office Administrator
Millen, White, Zelano & Branigan, P.C.
2200 Clarendon Blvd, Suite 1400
Arlington, VA 22201

Email: dmstickles@venable.com
Telephone: 410-244-7511
Fax: 410-244-7742

Email: kohare@reedsmith.com
Telephone: 703-641-4291
Fax: 703-641-4346

Email: lcruse@mwzb.com
Telephone: 703-243-6333
Fax: 703-243-6410
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Newsletter Committee

Ben Sotelo

Jennifer Spangler
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Vaughan, Fincher & Sotelo, P.C.
8619 Westwood Center Drive
Vienna, VA 22182
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Reed Smith
3110 Fairview Park Drive, Suite 1400
Falls Church, VA 22042

Email: bsotelo@vfspc.com
Telephone: 703-506-1810
Fax: 703-506-1850

Email: jspangler@reedsmith.com
Telephone: 703-641-4521
Fax: 703-641-4340
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NOVA ALA Welcomes
New Members!
Vendor Partner Committee

Bruno Bianchi

Carolyn Odio

Marcie Cedor

IT Director
Moore & Lee, LLP
1750 Tysons Blvd, Suite 200
McLean, VA 22102

Law Firm Manager
William A. Odio, PC
4085 Chain Bridge Road, Suite 501
Fairfax, VA 22030

703-506-2050
b.bianchi@mooreandlee.com

703-934-8844
carolyn@odio.com

June Todd

Karen Knab

Human Resources and Benefits Manager
Nixon & Vanderhye, P.C.
901 N. Glebe Road, Suite 1100
Arlington, VA 22203

Executive Director
Rees Broome & Diaz, PC
8133 Leesburg Pike, Suite 900
Vienna, VA 22182

703-816-4124
jlt@nixonvan.com

703-790-1911
kknab@rbdlaw.com

AnnMarie Dykes

Jeannette Lee

Email: katharine.mann@ofplaw.com
Telephone: 703-218-2263
Fax: 703-218-2160

Office Administrator
Bacon & Thomas, PLLC
625 Slaters Lane, 4th Floor
Alexandria, VA 22314

Recruitment Coordinator
Hogan & Hartson, LLP
8300 Greensboro Drive, Suite 1100
McLean, VA 22102
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703-683-0500
adykes@baconthomas.com

Lynda Tompkins

703-610-6187
jslee@hhlaw.com

Colleen McKenna

Director of Administration
Patton Boggs LLP
8484 Westpark Drive, 9th Floor
McLean, VA 22102
Email: mcedor@pattonboggs.com
Telephone: 703-744-8007
Fax: 703-744-8001

Website Committee
Katharine (Kappa) Mann
Office Administrator
Odin Feldman & Pittleman, P.C.
9302 Lee Highway, Suite 1100
Fairfax, VA 22031

Office Manager
Wickwire Gavin, PC
8100 Boone Blvd., Suite 700
Vienna, VA 22181

Office Manager
Moore & Lee, LLP
1750 Tysons Blvd., Suite 1450
McLean, VA 22102

Email: ltompkins@wickwire.com
Telephone: 703-790-8750
Fax: 703-448-1801

703-506-2050
c.mckenna@mooreandlee.com

Small Law Firm Group Committe

Office Administrator
Stites & Harbison, Pllc
1199 N. Fairfax, St., Suite 900
Alexandria, VA 22314

Tempie Tavenner
Office Manager
Katz & Stone, LLP
8230 Leesburg Pike, Suite 600
Vienna, VA 22182

Sharon Marshall

703-444-3286
smarshall@stites.com

Email: ttavenner@katzandstone.com
Telephone: 703-761-3000
Fax: 703-761-6179
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Securing the
Mail

–

5

–
•
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Enforce/institute probationary period for evaluation of employees

Establish a strict employee identification/personnel security program

•

Provide a separate and secure area
for personal items (e.g., coats and
purses). Prohibit employees from
taking personal items into the main
workspace

–

Establish incoming/outgoing personal mail procedures

–

Hire or designate security personnel
for mail center area. (Primarily for
large mail centers.)

Establish health safety procedures
–

Have on-site medical personnel
(large mail center) or arrange for offsite facility/personnel

–

Require employees to wear photo ID
badges at all times

–

Instruct employees to challenge any
unknown person in a facility

–

Encourage employees to wash hands
regularly, especially prior to eating

–

Where provided to employees, utilize uniforms with names and logos
stitched on them for employees to
wear at work

–

Encourage employees to see doctor
if suspicious symptoms occur

–

Encourage employee attendance in
health seminars, talks, info updates

–

As practical, establish or take advantage of company health programs,
i.e. shots, check-ups

–

Provide approved personal protection equipment according to CDC
guidelines

General Safety and Security
Procedures for Incoming/
Outgoing Mail Areas
•

Notify internal and external customers,
as appropriate, of steps taken to ensure
safety of mail

•

Control or limit access of employees,
known visitors and escorted visitors
to the mail center with sign-in sheets,
badges, and/or card readers. (For large
mail operations, include plant, workroom
floor, etc.)

•

Subject to emergency exit safety requirements, lock all outside doors and/
or prohibit doors from being propped
open

•

Require deliveries to be made in a restricted, defined area

•

Restrict drivers (rest areas) to an area
that is separate from the production/
mail center facilities.

•

Use video cameras inside and outside
the facility/docks, as feasible

•

Keep the area for processing incoming
and outgoing mail separate from all
other operations, as feasible

•

If a separate processing area is used, it
should not be part of the central ventilation system

•

Shut-off points of processing area’s ventilation system should be mapped and
should be part of an emergency procedures handout

•

Separate processing area should include
appropriate personnel protection equipment and disposal instructions for such
equipment, as approved by the CDC

•

Designate and publish/post evacuation
routes for emergency situations

•

Conduct training, emergency preparedness drills, and information update
meetings, as necessary

•

X-ray all incoming mail. (Large mail centers.)

•

Maintain a Suspicious Package Profile

•

Ensure appropriate emergency access
numbers are posted by or on every
phone. Such numbers should include:
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call 911; CDC at 770-488-7100; local
Postal Inspector; or local police or fire
department

•

Know your employees. Don’t put your
new hires in your mail center without a
criminal record check.

•

Maintain updated employee lists (name,
address, phone/cell phone), and keep
back-up copy off-site

•

•

Provide only vacuum systems for cleaning equipment, not forced air systems

•

If not already done, alter receiving procedures to require a manifest with all
shipments and practice the acceptance
of “complete” shipments only

Secure your mail center. Prevent access
by unauthorized persons. Keep locked
whenever possible, especially when no
one is on duty. Maintain a sign-in sheet
for persons entering and leaving the
mail center, including times of arrival
and departure.

•

Discarded envelopes, packages, boxes
should be placed in a covered container
and transported to the loading dock for
removal. (Ensure local arrangements are
in place for disposal of such material.)

Access to Information:
Education and Communications

•

Registered Mail™. Keep separate from
other mail. Document transfer of Registered Mail by requiring the receiver to
sign for custody.

Protect company funds. If company funds
are handled as part of the mail center operations, establish adequate controls to fix
individual responsibility for any losses that
may occur.

Maintain a library of publications, videos, brochures, from appropriate information sources, and facilitate employee access to them as needed. Sources
should include USPS, CDC, and OSHA

Keep postage meters secure. Postage meters should be secured when not in use.
Check mails periodically to determine if
employees are using company postage
meters for their personal mail.

•

Maintain and publish a list of useful
websites from appropriate authoritative
sources. Bookmark appropriate web
sites for easy access, i.e. CDC, OSHA,
USPS, and GSA. Monitoring twice a day
is a minimum recommendation, as situations warrant

Vary times and lines of travel between post
office and plant. If currency or other valuable mail is sent or received, check periodically to see if mail messengers are making
unauthorized stops or is leaving mail unattended in unlocked vehicles.

•

Maintain and publish list of phone numbers to call in an emergency - Postal Inspectors, Fire Dept., CDC, OSHA, Police,
etc.

•

Present updated Best Practices from
CDC, OSHA, GSA, USPS, and Fire Dept.

•

Company-wide communications concerning mail center security procedures
should be implemented

•

Require/encourage applicable employees to attend all local meetings pertaining to mail security issues

•

Critical Web Sites
Bookmark these site for quick reference: (include your various suppliers/vendors)
US Postal Service
www.usps.com
Centers for Disease Control
(CDC)
www.cdc.gov
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)
www.osha.gov
General Services Administration (GSA)
www.gsa.gov
Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI)
www.fbi.gov
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (BATF)
www.atf.treas.gov

Employees caught stealing should be prosecuted. There is no greater deterrent to a
potential thief than the fear that he/she
may go to jail. The Postal Inspection Service will extend its full cooperation.

Guidelines for Mail Center
Theft Prevention
Mail is sometimes lost or stolen from company mail centers, or while en route to or
from the Post Office. Much of this mail is
quite valuable, containing cash, jewelry,
and other high-value items. Needless to
say, such losses are costly to the company
and its investors. The following are some
suggestions for improving theft prevention
in your mail center operation:
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Summer Crab Feast 2006
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Success by
the Book
7

ing one piece of data or a single answer
amid an avalanche of information. Librarians are often on the trail of an obscure or
vague information request, and just as often are they working with misleading clues
or directions from the requestors. Sometimes, requestors are not sure what they
want and they may be unaware of what is
economically feasible, practical in terms of
time constraints or even obtainable. Nonetheless, librarians can obtain the needed
answers by knowing how to approach the
situation, the resources to use, where to
look or whom to call.
Adept librarians know whether to look in
print or online adnw hen to go beyond the
firm’s library for additional resources. This
is extremely important because no one library can contain all the materials tha may
be needed in the practice of law, and no
one individual can know everything there
is to know and predict every situation that
may arise. And, as librarian often explain,
“No, everything is not available online.”
Furthermore, “finding everything,” online
or not, requires knowledge, judgement
and effort.
Helping staff and attorneys navigate the vast
universe of information is another key role
of the law librarian. One way to accomplish
this is to draft a document that articulates
the firm library’s many research capabilities
and services. These may encompass legal
research, knowledge management, database analysis and much more.
Of course, not only are law firm librarians
aggegrators and managers of information
for their firms, but they are also creators
of information. They establish databases,
Web sites, blogs and RSS feeds; they write
articles, books, bibliographies and research
guides; and they present, train and lecture.
Furthermore, they engage in scholarly studies, statistical analyses, surveys and reviews
of research materials and reference litera-
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ture as well as professional procedures and
methodologies.
Fundamentally, librarians educate themselves and others regarding the importance
of information, elucidate the library’s significance and provide knowledge regarding how to make practical and productive
use of both information and the library.
Librarians are also the movers and shakers
behind improvements, advancements and
investions in the publishing world and in
the larger world of information.

Managing Threats to the Firm
As with legal administrattors, organization,
meticulous attention to detail and adroit
communication skills are essential core
competencies for today’s law firm librarians,
who regularly work with key stakeholders
inside and outside of their firms. Librarians
must deal with attorneys, paralegals and
other firm staff, along with external publishers, vendors, courts, government agencies, companies, organizations, associations, universitites, libraries, law firms and
other business entities.
As part of their attention to all the details
affecting their firms, librarians (like legal
administrators) study disaster planning and
business continuity. They prepare for emergency situations and develop contingency
plans to protect the library’s resources and
to ensure that the library remains a viable
entity during times of crisis, including natural disasters such as floods and tornados.
Another key area of focus for librarians is
fraud. Librarians keep close eyes on the Internet and e-mail for criminal, dangerous
and threatening activity, be it one of the
many illegal financial schemes, a simple
chain letter, oran urban legend or a phone
Web site. Librarians also work closely with
their firms’ technology professionals to stay
aware of computer viruses, spyware and
spam and their potentially negative business impacts.
Another way in which a law librarian protects the firm is by understanding copyright issues and making certain that their
firm does not unwittingly violate copyright law, such as by photocopying entire
books or routing publications to individu-

als outside of the permissible bounds of a
subscription. Librarians are fully aware that
copyright violations can carry heavy financial penalties and negative media attention,
so they work with the Copyright Clearance
Center, among others, to protect firms in
this regard.
Librarians also ensure compliance with
sotware licensing for library materials and
that everyone adheres to guidelines established for the usage of online subscriptions.
Furthermore, they are mindful of security,
privacy and liability concerns such as those
surrounding public records databases, as
well as the safety of information in terms
of its origin and source, the means to obtain it, its reliability, the purposes for which
it will be used and the effects and consequences of its use.

Law Firm Librarian: A
Recognized Professional
Managing a law firm’s library is not a job for
an amateur, but rather is a job that requires
an educated, dedicated professional. Asking
colleagues who are not librarians to assist
the librarian with routing library operations
such as filing, shelving and routing materials
is acceptable, but only after such individuals
are taught how to capably perform these
functions. Just as no one would ask an employee unskilled in key competency areas to
“become” a legal administrator or an attorney, no one should perceive the position of
law firm librarian as open to most anyone.
Ultimately, legal administrators -- who also
struggled historically to have their roles
seen as strategically important -- must realize that their colleagues in law libraries are
similarly integral to their firms’ successess.
Law librarians perform many vital tasks that
help their firms achieve key goals and fulfill their missions, and their potential to do
even more appears limitless. Legal administrators and law firm managers should work
more closely with their librarian colleagues
to enhance their positions as strategic assets to their organizations.
A law library professional since 1984, Katherine
Rosin is the reference librarian for the Miami, FL
office of Shooko, Hardy & Bacon.
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